
HOW TO SET THE TABLE VIDEO LEVEL 2

Hi! Today I’m going to show you how to set the table for a five course meal or
banquette:

 Soup

 Ham and Cheese

 Fish Course

 Meat Course

 And dessert

 First we spread the tablecloth on the table, like that.

 The meat knife to the right.

 The meat fork on the left, like that.

 The fish knife next to the meat knife.

 The fish fork on the left.

 The knife for the ham and cheese 

 And the fork on the left.

 The soup spoon goes next to the knife.

 The bread plate on the left, next to the fork.

 The bread knife on top of the plate.

 The meat plate in the centre.

 The soup bowl on top of the plate.

 The dessert spoon at the top.

 And the dessert fork next to it.

 The serviette or napkin on top of the plate.

 The water glass at the top, next to the spoon.

 The wine glass for red wine at the top.

 And the wine glass for white wine next to it.



So that’s how we set the table for a five course meal or banquette.

EXTRA INFORMATION

(Water glass goes at the top - middle to right of plates and wine glass (red wine glass

first and white wine glass next to it), refreshment glass to the right of it.

Napkin normally goes on top of soup bowl or on bread plate (if using a bread plate It

will be put to the left-hand side of the place setting with the napkin on top of plate with

butter / bread knife).

If it is “family service” when people serve themselves from serving dishes, these are

placed in the centre of the table, with bread, drinks or condiments like salt and pepper to

the side. If food is brought already on plate, then drinks etc can be placed in the centre. 

(*Remember - cutlery is used working from outside to in!)


